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1. (6). The dimensions of a block of pure iron (d : 7.86g/cm3) are 1 1.0 cm x 7.3 cm x 243.9 cm.

a. What is the volume of the block?

i = (,t,0 x +,3 x 7Y3,q) *t = t9 u'/ ITv e,n3

b. What is the mass of the block?

d-= V ) Y,= dv =(v,s6)G/q)('ax4'vxLw4W

2. (6). How many proton , 28 , eb"t on" ?8 and neutrons S/are present ir an atom of the

mass 58 isotope of nickel Q.'Ti)?

3. (3). Express the foliowing number in scientific notation: 0.0061740.

I t a z t ^2-

6^ i+'/o x to /

4. (3). How many significant figures appear in the numter,0.0061740?

t
5. (5). Write the e-configuration of Mn, using 1s2 etc notation.

lsr 2* Lft 3sL3p6 4s^ 3d€

6. (6). F9r each of the following atoms, state the number of valence electrons and write the

electron-dot f'ormula for the atom: s

N 5 ifv"
u'

si I "5L.6 .rAr
1. (3). One of the following is not an ionic compound. Circle it. AlFg NazSOo(HrSOopaO\__-/

8. (3). How many valence electrons are present in the carbonate ion, CO32-?

4+gx| +? = Lf



Name

9. (6). What is the rnost likeiy formula olthe sulfide of Li? The oxide of A1?

L;LS klrou
10. (4). Write the e-configuration of the Cr-3 ion using arrow notation.

eq (a, 34 q W f+ &+t't+ +b &r+fi ft
.ts Ls zSt 3s 3g Ys

11. (3). The Ai3-ion has the sarne e-configuration as u'hich noble gas?, 
fve'

12. (3). Given that 1 in

feet/meter).

lin x

b. coz

$,#.,,
ft l-t

f4

c *"CI

pV.^/w;&al

lnw^o
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: 2.54 cm, in hat is the number of feet in one meter? (In other words, calculate

v: x J:+ K {!3y = ?,28 F/
lLin 2,rLlc-/w - YY1 /rfW

13. (6). Using VSEPR theory, predict the geometric shapes of each of the following molecules (starl

by drawing the Lewis octet structure):

a. NH3

i{.
f^ -'^(/ -/

14. (8). Draw the Leu,is structure - showing all valence electrons - of phosphorus oxychloride,

POC13. (P is the central atom). Start by detemining the number of valence electrons.

^.d, F+rr+ v6v =3Lr( a' r'
, Dz f-r'i. :+i I

),,Y'" * ','b-'P^ii'
:L-_,' r. I '.,,Cl:

15. (9). I{ydrogen chloride (HCl) is a gas that dissolves in #iter to give H*ions (more correctly,

H3O* ions) and Cf ions, generating considerable heat in the process. Is this a chemicai
.',

change !/ or a physical change-? Is the resulting solution homogeneous t/ or

heterogeneous-? Is the resulting soiution acidic, y' 
, basic or neutral ?
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16. (5). Given that (9/5)C + 32: F, v'hat is the temperature in degrees F when it is 10.0 degrees

Ceisius? S,hat is this temperature in Kelr,ins (K)?

GT,,r)r Y, = €o"c _e-
v73 K

17. (5). Calcuiate the specific heat of copper if it takes 23 cal toheat a 5.0 g sample from 25 0C to 75
0C. (Caution: significant figuresl).

^ r'. \ 2V Cal 0,Yb
5 (u)- #X* ffi ==- € = a,a17 t*t^-tu,

18. (3) Group iA metals easily gain an electron. True- or false V .

19. (3) In the NaCl crystal lattice, each sodium ion has how many nearest-neighbor choride
/

ioo. F ?

20. (A)The 'old' name for MnO2 was manganese dioxide. An incorrectly written 'new' name is

manganese(Il) oxide. Give the correct'new' name.

Mu *-Ta/wpltz (g) 9g irte

21. (3). Given that the electronegativities o:*,, and O are 2.I,2.5, and 3.0, which molecular bond

is more polar. C-H 

-or 

O-U / I

22. (3). The maximum number of covalent bonds that nitrogen can form is 4. However phosphorus,

which is also in Group 5,{, ca:r form 5 covalent bonds. What does phosphorus have that are not

avaitabletonitrogen? n,,ro nLl A C n/;+A.W-t-,tluvf'ff /bv vq-- "


